We have argued and shown elsewhere the ubiquity and prominence of spatial interdependence, i.e., interdependence of outcomes among cross-sectional units, across the theories and substance of political and social science, and we have noted that much previous practice neglected this interdependence or treated it solely as nuisance, to the serious detriment of sound inference. These earlier studies considered only linearregression models of spatial/spatio-temporal interdependence. For those classes of models, we (1) derived analytically in simple cases the biases of non-spatial and spatial least-squares (LS) under interdependence, (2) explored in simulations under richer, more realistic circumstances the properties of the biased non-spatial and spatial least-squares estimators and of the consistent and asymptotically efficient spatial method-of-moments (i.e., IV, 2SLS, GMM) and spatial maximum-likelihood estimators (ML), and (3) showed how to calculate, interpret, and present effectively the estimated spatial/spatio-temporal effects and dynamics of such models, along with appropriate standard errors, confidence intervals, hypothesis tests, etc. This paper begins a like set of tasks for binary-outcome models. We start again by stressing the ubiquity and centrality substantively and theoretically of interdependence in binary outcomes of interest to political and social scientists. We note that, again, this interdependence has typically been ignored in most contexts where it likely arises and that, in the few contexts where it has been acknowledged, or even rather centrally emphasized, those of policy diffusion and of social networks, the endogeneity of the spatial lag used (appropriately) to model the interdependence has only rarely been recognized. Next, we note and explain some of the severe challenges for empirical analysis posed by spatial interdependence in binary-outcome models, and then we follow recent advances in the spatial-econometric literature to suggest Bayesian or recursive-importance-sampling (RIS) approaches for tackling the estimation demands of these models. In brief and in general, the estimation complications arise because among the RHS variables is an endogenous weighted spatial-lag of the unobserved latent outcome, y*, in the other units; Bayesian or RIS techniques facilitate the complicated nested optimization exercise that follows from that fact. We show how to calculate estimated spatial effects (as opposed to parameter estimates) in such models and how to construct confidence regions for those, adopting simulation strategies for these purposes, and then how to present such estimates effectively.
I. Introduction to Spatial Probit
Many phenomena that social scientists study are inherently or by measurement discrete choices.
Canonical political-science examples include citizens' vote-choices and turnout, legislators' votes, governments' policy-enactments, wars among or within nations, and regime type or transition. In all these cases and most others, substantively and theoretically, the choices/outcomes of/in some units depend on those of other units. Whether and for whom citizens vote depends on whether and how their neighbors or social networks vote; legislators' votes depend on how they expect or observe others to vote; governments' policy choices depend on others' policies via competition or learning; nations' internal wars arise in some part through contagion from others' conflicts; whether and which other nations join conflicts heavily condition states' involvement in external wars; and regime change at home is often spurred by example, fomentation, or otherwise from abroad.
Indeed, interdependence seems almost inherent to social-science discrete-choices. Nevertheless, beyond a few topical areas, interdependence in discrete outcomes receives very little theoretical or empirical attention. Perhaps the most-extensive and longest-standing exception in political science surrounds the diffusion of policies or institutions across national or sub-national governments. The study of policy diffusion across U.S. States in particular has deep roots and much contemporary interest (e.g., Crain 1966; Walker 1969 Walker , 1973 Gray 1973; Knoke 1982; Caldiera 1985; Lutz 1987; Berry & Berry 1990 Case et al. 1993; Berry 1994; Rogers 1995; Mintrom 1997ab; Mintrom & Vergari 1998; Mossberger 1999; Godwin & Schroedel 2000; Balla 2001; Mooney 2001; Bailey & Rom 2004; Boehmke & Witmer 2004; Daley & Garand 2004; Grossback et al. 2004; Shipan & Volden 2006; Volden 2006) . Similar innovation-learning mechanisms underlie some comparative studies of policy diffusion (Schneider & Ingram 1988; Rose 1993; Meseguer 2004 Meseguer , 2005 Gilardi 2005 ). Interest in institutional or even regime diffusion, too, is long-standing and much invigorated recently in comparative and international politics. Dahl's (1971) classic Polyarchy, e.g., (implicitly) references international diffusion among his list of democracy's eight causes; Starr's "Democratic Dominoes" (1991) and Huntington's Third Wave (1991) accord it a central role; and O 'Loughlin et al. (1998) and Gleditsch & Ward (2006 Lin et al (2006) , Cho & Gimpel (2007) , and Cho & Rudolph (2007) .
The substantive range of important spatial-interdependence effects on discrete outcomes extends well beyond inter-governmental/interstate diffusion and social-network effects, however, spanning the subfields and substance of political science. Inside democratic legislatures, representatives' votes depend on others' (expected) votes; in electoral studies, candidate qualities or strategies and citizens votes and election outcomes in some contests depend on (expectations of) those in others; outside legislative and electoral arenas, the probabilities and outcomes of coups, revolutions, and/or riots in one unit depend in substantively crucial ways on (expectations of) those in others. In international relations, the interdependence of states' actions essentially defines the subfield. Whether states enter wars, alliances, treaties, or international organizations, e.g., depends greatly on how many and who else (are expected to) enter. Interdependence is substantively crucial in comparative and international political economy too; for example, globalization, arguably today's most-notable (and indisputably the most-noted) political-economic phenomenon, refers directly to the interdependence of domestic politics, policies, and policymakers. International economic integration is widely considered a root cause of the recent cross-national spread of economic liberalization and the so-called Washington Consensus, and many commentators even see international waves of partisan governments and votes as resulting from some interdependence in mass opinion and vote choices (but cf. Kayser 2007) .
The ubiquity and substantive/theoretical centrality of interdependence across political-science discrete-choice contexts notwithstanding, studies that accord interdependence and diffusion explicit attention are uncommon. The rare exceptions include the references given above on cross-national and interstate policy-diffusion; Ward, Gleditsch, and colleagues ( Likewise, despite the common centrality of interdependence in social-science theories of discrete choices, assumptions of independence pervade almost all empirical analyses of them, even in those research areas that give interdependence greater substantive and theoretical weight. Empirical models of war in which the dependence of one state's choices on those of others enters explicitly are rare, for example, with the Ward, Gleditsch, and colleagues and the Signorino and coauthor citations being among the relatively few exceptions. Even in empirical models of institutional/regime or policy diffusion, which often do account of interdependence explicitly by including as explanators the (weighted) averages or sums of other units' outcomes (e.g., the number of other states that have adopted a policy or treaty), the endogeneity of this spatial lag is rarely confronted.
Working under the incorrect assumption of independence, of course, threatens over-confidence or inefficiency in the best of circumstances, and usually bias and inconsistency as well. Inclusion of spatial lags to reflect interdependence would seem advisable, but such lags are endogenous and so introduce simultaneity biases.
1 For the linear-regression case, we have argued and shown elsewhere (2004, 2006, 2007abc) that serious omitted-variable biases arise when spatial lags are excluded in the presence of interdependence and that redressing this issue by explicit inclusion of spatial lags to reflect interdependence is generally of first-order benefit relative to the problems induced by spatiallag endogeneity. These simultaneity biases do become appreciable as interdependence strengthens, however. Accordingly, we also covered in these previous works some methodologies for gauging that strength, for redressing the simultaneity issues of spatial lags, and for calculating and presenting estimates of spatially/spatio-temporally dynamic effects and their certainty, but (almost) exclusively in the linear-regression context (2007c briefly introduced and illustrated spatial probit). This paper begins a similar set of efforts for binary outcomes, where the substantive and theoretical importance of interdependence, empirical problems created by its omission, and methodological challenges raised by the endogeneity of its appropriately explicit inclusion are all likely to be even greater.
II. The Econometric Problem
Methods for properly estimating and analyzing models of interdependent categorical or limited dependent-variables have received significant attention in the spatial-econometric literature recently.
Most of this research considers the probit model with spatial dependence in the latent-variable, i.e., in the unobserved argument to the probit-modeled probability of a one on the binary outcome. (McMillen 1995 , Bolduc et al. 1997 , and spatial discrete-duration (Phaneuf & Palmquist 2003) , all three of which closely resemble 1 The inclusion of weighted sums of other units' outcomes also introduces measurement error insofar as interdependence truly arises through expectations of other units' outcomes. Substantively, alternative interdependence mechanisms may suggest diffusion either of outcomes or expected-outcomes, but only the latter mechanism can be identified logically.
2 Spatial logit has also been suggested (e.g., Dubin 1997; Lin 2003; Autant-Bernard 2006) , but spatial probit dominates the methodological and applied literatures, likely due to the relatively greater feasibility of working with n-dimensional normal (as opposed to extreme-value) distributions as necessary to incorporate the interdependence directly.
the spatial probit, and models of survival with spatial frailty (Banerjee et al. 2004 , Darmofal 2007 and of spatial count (Bhati 2005) , including a zero-inflated-count model (Rathbun & Fei 2006) have also been suggested. Spatial probit is by far the most common of these spatial qualitative-dependentvariable models in applied research (e.g., Holloway et al. 2002 , Beron et al. 2003 , Coughlin et al. 2003 , Novo 2003 , Schofield et al. 2003 , Garrett et al. 2005 The structural model for the spatial probit takes the form:
, 3 Even the linear-probability model becomes nonlinear in parameters given the spatial multiplier, 
.
The marginal probabilities are calculated as follows:
where subscripts i indicate the i th element of the subscripted vector, or, more conveniently:
As in the standard probit, the right-hand-side probability that the systematic component of the latent σ , is the square root of the ii th element of that variance-covariance, and does not equal one as in the standard-probit. I.e., spatial interdependence induces heteroscedasticity. This heteroscedasticity and, more fundamentally, the interdependence (i.e., the non-independence) of the i u , render standard probit inappropriate for the spatial model. Because each unit's outcome is interdependent, their joint distribution is not the product of the n marginal distributions, so one does not maximize sums of logs of n one-dimensional probabilities, but interdependent and so one maximizes the log of one n-dimensional distribution.
The spatial-error version of the probit model is easier to express, taking the form: 4 This spatial lag could be included as a regressor under stringent conditions ensuring that these other units' observations j are not jointly determined with those of i. Thus, Anselin states: "While the standard probit model remains valid, coding methods must be employed to ensure that the sample does not contain these neighbors." This means that, for any units j such that diffusion from those j to any i in the sample is non-negligible (at any order spatial-lag), those j must be excluded from the sample but used in constructing the Wy spatial lag for the retained observations i. Alternatively, all i's neighboring j according to W must be exogenous to i for all i in the sample; i.e., feedback must be directional and orderable from j's to i's only, severing feedback from i back to itself. Moreover, while some substantive/theoretical contexts might seem to suggest that interdependence propagates 4 Note that the row-normalization here means that the resulting seeming replication of the summed weights is irrelevant.
through the actual outcome rather than the latent variable, such a model is in general impossible because, indirectly via feedback, i y would generate * i y but also, directly, i y is generated by
These cannot be made consistent unless circumstances like just described sever indirect generation of i y by * i y . In practice, these limitations will usually be prohibitive, although contexts where such directional ordering and such omissions of certain units j may be defensible are imaginable. For instance, Swank (2006 Swank ( , 2007 argues that, in tax competition, U.S. tax policies exclusively lead others' policies, and he excludes all U.S. data in his empirics. If arguments like these are true, then such exclusions would allow standard-probit estimation in spatial binary-outcome contexts.
We focus on the (unconditional, simultaneous) spatial-lag model in most of the rest of the paper, although we do present some results pertaining to spatial-error models. We ignore the conditional model as it will usually be inapplicable and, anyway, raises no estimation and fewer interpretation complications. We also do not discuss specification tests of spatial-lag vs. spatial-error vs. nonspatial models here, although they are surely essential to consider, especially given the complexity and computational intensity of appropriate estimation strategies for spatial probit. On these, we refer the interested reader to Pinkse & Slade (1998) , Pinkse (1999) , Kelejian & Prucha (2001) , and, for a recent review, Anselin (2006) . In addition to standard probit estimation with the endogenous spatial lag Wy included as a regressor, which is current standard-practice in empirical political-science insofar as interdependence of binary outcomes is addressed at all, we consider estimation by RIS methods and by Bayesian MCMC methods.
III. The RIS and Bayesian Estimators for Spatial Probit
LeSage (1999, 2000) suggests using Bayesian Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo (MCMC) methods to surmount the estimation complications introduced by the n-dimensional cumulative-normal in the spatial-probit likelihood (posterior). The basic idea of Monte Carlo (simulation) methods is simple: 6 if one can characterize the joint distribution (likelihood, posterior) of the quantities of interest (parameters), then one can simply sample (take random draws) from that distribution and calculate the desired statistics in those samples. With sufficient draws, the sample statistics can approximate the population parameters 7 they aim to estimate arbitrarily closely. In basic Monte-Carlo simulation, the draws are independent and the target distribution is specified directly. In MCMC, each draw is dependent on the previous one in a manner that generates samples with properties mirroring those of the joint population, using just the conditional distribution of each parameter. This is useful where the joint distribution is not expressible directly or, as with spatial probit, where its complexity makes direct sampling from the joint distribution prohibitively difficult and/or time-consuming.
We can describe Gibbs sampling, the simplest and most-common of the MCMC family, thusly:
Given distributions for each parameter conditional on the other parameters, one can cycle through draws from those conditional distributions, eventually reaching a convergent state past which point all subsequent draws will be from the targeted posterior distribution. To elaborate: first express the distribution for each parameter conditional on all the others, then choose (arbitrary) starting values for those parameters and draw a new value for the first parameter conditional on the others' starting values. Then, conditional on this new draw of the first parameter and starting values for the rest, draw a new value for the second parameter from its conditional distribution. Continue thusly until all parameters have their first set of drawn values, then return to the first parameter and draw its second simulated value conditional on the others' first draws. Cycle thusly for some large number of iterations, and, under rather general conditions, the limiting (asymptotic) distribution of this set of parameter draws is the desired joint posterior-distribution. Thus, after having gathered some very large set of parameter-vector values by this process, discard some large initial set of draws (the burnin) and base inferences on sample statistics from the remaining set of parameter vectors. A typical burn-in might be 1000 draws, and inferences might be based on the next 5000 or 10,000. Also, since each draw is conditional on the previous one's drawn values, autocorrelation typically remains, so "thinning" the post-burn-in sample by using every, say, third or fifth draw may boost efficiency. These issues concern careful researchers, and many diagnostics and tests for non-convergence, serial correlation, or starting-value sensitivity, and some strategies for ameliorating them, exist (all imperfect, but useful still). However, the concerns do not outweigh the remarkably flexible utility of the Gibbs sampler, either in general or specifically in its application to spatial-probit estimation.
The conditional distributions for the spatial-probit-model parameters (given below) are all standard except one, so the Gibbs sampler is useful for them. The crucial spatial-lag-coefficient, ρ , has the non-standard conditional-distribution, for which Metropolis-Hastings sampling can be used.
Metropolis-Hastings differs from Gibbs sampling in the former's seeding or jump distribution from which values are drawn and then accepted or rejected as the next sampled parameters, depending on how they compare to a suitably transformed expression of the target distribution. 9 The Bayesian spatial-probit estimator uses Metropolis-Hastings for ρ within the Gibbs sampler procedure for the other parameters. Of course, this step adds some to the estimator's computational intensity.
With this brief introduction to Bayesian MCMC estimation by Gibbs and Metropolis-Hastings sampling, we now introduce their application to the spatial-probit model. We follow LeSage (2000) to state the likelihood in terms of the latent outcome, * y -an additional conditional distribution will later apply (3) to convert unobserved * y to observed y 10 -for the spatial-lag model (1) as: Notice that conditioning on ρ allows n ρ − I W to be subsumed into the constant of proportionality and that (11) implies 2 2 n σ χ ∼ , a standard distribution facilitating the Gibbs sampler. Next,
where, in spatial-lag models, 
12
With the complete set of conditional distributions in hand, we can now implement the MCMC to estimate the model, 13 proceeding thus:
14
11 Anselin (1988) shows that the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of a standardized spatial-weight matrix, W , bound ρ to min max 1/ 1/ λ ρ λ < < . One could add this constraint to the rejection sampling, but our preliminary simulations seem to suggest that the model-estimates have better properties if one instead applies the wider bounds of (-1,1).
12 Spatial Tobit replaces (14) with: ( ) σ to 1, it and β not being separately identified for binary-outcome models.
13 LeSage (2000) first assigns diffuse priors to the parameters. He also relaxes the assumption of homoskedasticity in the latent-variable stochastic-term, allowing it to vary arbitrarily by observation. This will allow exploration of variation in model fit and identification of and robustness to potential outliers. Relaxing homoskedasticity so fully as to allow each observation its own relative variance creates as many parameters to estimate as observations, an issue LeSage evades by specifying an informative prior for those relative-variance parameters, specifically one suggested by Geweke (1993) that, inter alia, has the useful property of yielding a distribution of ε consistent with a probit choice-model as the Gewekiandistribution parameter, q, goes to infinity, and that at 7.5 q ≈ yields a choice-model approximating logit. The posteriorestimates of q, may therefore be evaluated to test logit versus probit (versus un-named possibilities generated by q<7). 14 Allowing arbitrary relative-variance as in note 13 requires the additional (informative) Gewekian prior described there and a (diffuse) hyper-prior on its parameter, q; produces more complicated expressions for the conditional distributions of σ , ρ , β ; and adds a conditional distribution (fortunately standard: 5. Return to step 1 incrementing the subscript counters by one.
After a sufficient burn-in-our simulation and application experiences so far suggest at least 1000 is advisable-the distributions of 1 σ , 1 β , and 1 ρ will have reached convergence and subsequent draws on the parameters may be used to give their estimates (as means or medians of some large number of draws) and estimates of their certainty (as standard deviations or percentile ranges).
15
A frequentist approach has also been suggested, Recursive Importance-Sampling (RIS), which also uses simulation to approximate probabilities difficult to calculate analytically, and can also be used to estimate spatial-lag or spatial-error probit. We introduce RIS following Vijverberg's (1997) notation. To approximate an n-dimensional cumulative multivariate-normal distribution, e.g., as the density for this n-dimensional importance distribution, we then multiply and divide the righthand-side of the integral we wish to calculate, (15), by this density, which simply restates (15) as:
below would now also include conditioning on starting values for, and then the previous draws of, v , and a step inserted between 2 and 3 would draw the next v from 2 1 q χ + conditional on the current σ , ρ , β . Notice that a hyper-prior on q set determinately to a large number (or 7.5), spatial probit (or logit) without heteroscedasticity/outlier-robustness results. 15 Thinning may also be advisable, although we have not yet explored the possibility.
The solution to this integral is by definition a mean since ( ) c n g x is a valid pdf over the integral's range. Thus, (17) gives the probability, p, that we seek as the mean of ( ) ( ) c n n f g x x , which latter we can estimate simply using a sample of R draws from the importance distribution. 16 Formally:
Again, the standard probit-model assumes the errors independent, so the log-likelihood sums n marginal probabilities, which is easy to compute; in spatial probit, the errors are interdependent, so we have to calculate a (more difficult) single probability from an n-dimensional normal distribution:
where u is an 1 n × vector of errors distributed 
Since the elements of the 1 n × vector η are independent, the probability in (19) can be calculated by 16 Note that each of the R draws gives a random vector that contains n elements. 17 Other importance distributions, such as a t or a uniform may be used. With a normal importance-distribution, RIS is equivalent to the better-known GHK (Geweke-Hajivassiliou-Keane) simulation estimator. taking the product of independent draws from truncated-normal distributions with upper bounds that are determined recursively beginning with the last observation. More specifically: first, calculate the upper bound for the truncated-normal distribution of the n th observation in the dataset. Take a draw from this distribution and use it to calculate the upper bound for the truncated-normal distribution for the n-1 observation. Use the first two draws to calculate the upper bound for the n-2 observation and so on through all n upper bounds. Formally, the recursive process for calculating the upper bounds is 1 ,
which can be written more compactly as:
Denote the bounds calculated with draws from the importance distribution as υ . Having constructed the j υ to exhibit independence, the probability of observing a given sample of ones and zeros can be found by evaluating the univariate cumulative-normal distribution function at each of these bounds and then multiplying those probabilities. This process is repeated R times, giving the RIS estimate for the joint probability (the likelihood) as the mean joint probability:
Standard optimization-routines can be used to maximize this function, and standard methods for calculating the variance-covariance matrix can be employed.
IV. Monte Carlo Analyses of Standard-Probit vs. Bayesian-Spatial-Probit Estimation
We explore the small sample properties of the ML and Gibbs estimators for the spatial-lag probit model using a data-generation process (DGB) that closely follows Beron & Vijverberg (2004) : Perhaps the most surprising result from our experiments is the relatively poor performance of the Bayesian estimator with Gibbs sampling in terms of bias, although its performance is notably better when measured in mean-squared-error terms. 19 The standard ML estimator using Wy as the (proxy) spatial lag actually weakly dominates on the bias of ρ criterion. We know that this estimator suffers two biases, but those seem fortuitously to offset somewhat in this case. The first is the simultaneity bias that also plagues the ML estimator with the true spatial-lag, * Wy , exclusively in that case. This bias inflates ρ as one can see in the second pair of columns. The second is an attenuating bias in ρ due to measurement error in proxy spatial-lag, Wy , compared to true lag, Wy * . The simultaneity inflation-bias increases with ρ, but the attenuation bias does not and instead decreases with sample size (given this particular W). When ρ and n are small, therefore, measurement-error attenuationbias dominates, and the net bias is negative. When ρ and n are large, the simultaneity inflation-bias dominates, and the net bias is positive. This implies that at certain ρ and n combinations between (somewhere near our fourth experiment, apparently) the biases will cancel. We have verified these intuitions by conducting a few further experiments varying ρ and n; these were confirmatory.
Notice that, generally, insofar as x exhibits a spatial-correlation pattern like that of y, over/underestimates of ρ associate with under/over-estimates of β , as we had found for the linear-regression case, although not as consistently so here. Thus, in binary-outcomes also, omission or inadequate modeling of spatial-interdependence will tend to bias conclusions toward non-spatial (unit-level or exogenous-external) explanations, and vice versa, though perhaps not as consistently so.
In our smaller sample, the standard errors from the ML with proxy spatial-lag are overconfident with respect to the estimator's precision. The standard-error estimates for ρ are under-estimated in both cases by 40%. (The standard ML estimator with the true spatial-lag also over-states confidence in those cases, although by only about half as much.) The Bayesian-Gibbs spatial estimator, contrarily, overestimates uncertainty by about a third in the smaller-sample case. In all cases, misestimation of uncertainty seems to diminish with sample size. Biases in the standard-error estimate for β , meanwhile, are only noticeable where the x's are spatial interdependent. Finally, we note that, under the conditions like those of our second experiment, Beron and Vijverberg (2004, Tables 8.3 and 8.4) report that RIS overestimates β by 10% and underestimates ρ by 18%, which compares favorably to the same numbers for the standard ML estimator with proxy spatial-lag (22% and 30%).
V. Calculating and Presenting Estimated Spatial Effects with Certainty Estimates
Properly estimating parameters such as coefficients and their certainties is obviously essential to valid inference, but our ultimate aims usually are to estimate, draw inferences regarding, interpret and present (ideally: causal) effects or predictions, i.e., changes in outcomes associated with (ideally:
caused by) changes in explanatory factors or expectations of outcomes given levels of explanators.
That is, typically, our direct aim is not to estimate coefficients like ρ and β per se, but rather we do so in service of estimating effects like x on the probability of choice or outcome one in i. 20 Indeed, in spatial-analysis contexts, our interests likely extend centrally to the cross-unit effects, such as ensue as in the spatial linear-regression case that we have discussed extensively elsewhere (Franzese & Hays 2004 , 2006 . Namely: The standard-error calculation, using the delta method approximation, is estimates of relatively compact theoretical models usefully portable for interpreting or predicting complex reality. Thus, we may also want to describe expected outcomes as some function of the levels of explanators, i.e., ( | , )
E y x x as some "usefully portable" ( , )
i j f x x . The issues discussed in this section would apply for such interests also.
( ) ( )ˆˆˆ, where and ˆˆˆˆî certainties of these estimated spatial effects. 21 We also showed in the spatio-temporal context how to estimate and graph spatio-temporal response-paths and estimate and tabulate or array in grids longrun-steady-state spatio-temporal responses to counterfactuals, along with certainty estimates thereof.
All of these techniques could be used in the spatial-probit context if we confine our attention to the latent variable, but for most purposes such confinement would be quite unsatisfactory. Also, even if remaining at that level, several issues regarding the application of delta-method asymptotic linearapproximation trouble us, the intrinsic appeal of analytic solutions notwithstanding. The adjectives appended to delta-method just now give the first set of concerns: approximate, asymptotic, and linear. Being based upon a linearization, the certainty estimates only approximate validly in some proximity of the estimated nonlinear expression, and we do not know in general how small a range.
Being asymptotic, they only approximate validly for large samples, we do not know in general how large, and they are in any event an approximation. Moreover, using the approximately estimated standard errors to generate confidence intervals and hypothesis tests in the usual manners generally assumes (multivariate) normality of the parameter estimates. In maximum-likelihood contexts, this is not especially problematic since all ML estimates are at least asymptotically normal, although sample-size concerns may arise, perhaps especially regarding estimates involving ρ , which is where spatial complications tend to arise. Given all this, we suspect that, in general, the asymptotic linearapproximations we have been recommending may have been larger than need be even in the linearregression context. For those spatial linear-regression contexts, simple simulation strategies may be more effective. The parameter estimates' asymptotic normality, and their likely near-normality even in smaller samples, suggests that sampling coefficient estimates from a multivariate normal with the estimated means and variance-covariances, calculating the quantities of interest from these draws, and generating the desired indicators of certainty from the resulting samples may be more effective.
Even greater causes for concern arise in the spatial-probit context because the nonlinearity of the estimates of interest is more severe and even asymptotic normality is not assured. In fact, the (kernel of the) posterior joint-distribution of the parameters is not normal (as seen in (10) remains, however, but first we elaborate our interests for the spatial-probit model specifically.
Most usually, our interests will surround levels or changes in ˆi p and ˆj p 's (or most generally, x (or most generally, X ). For instance, using (4), we could calculate the effects of some change in i x on the estimated probability of an outcome of 1 in unit i as:
where 1 0 Δ = − X X X is the hypothetical change being considered in some x or x's in some unit(s).
Notice that to calculate the effect even of a change in one x in unit i on the probability of outcome 1 in i, the researcher must specify not only the from/to levels of that change and the levels of all the x i , as in the standard probit, but also all the levels of all the x j in all the other units. Intuitively, this is because not only do all the x i affect where we are on the probit sigmoid curve, as usual, but all the y , and so on). These expressions and procedures hold for any i and ΔX , so the effect on some j of changes in i is calculated by substituting the j th and jj th elements for all i and ii th and considering such i Δx . All of this seems doable, although the need to specify all of ΔX for any counterfactual may be a bit daunting, however, the far larger challenge still looming is that the Obtaining that probability involves integrating this n-variate cumulative-normal distribution over the 1 n − other dimensions, just as we saw in estimation. To obtain the estimated effects on probabilities, therefore, is as computationally burdensome as obtaining the estimates, and for exactly the same reason. Then, further, the variancecovariance of this effect-estimate involves ρ , and so this procedure must be repeated enough times to include that variability also in any estimate of the certainty of these estimated effects.
In principle, then, we can calculate the i p Δ responses in all units, Δp , for any hypothetical change, ΔX , by this formula:
where Δp is the 1 σ , and indicates element-by-element multiplication. In principle, for given ρ , these integrals could be calculated numerically using the RIS or Gibbs sampling techniques, and certainty estimates for these effect estimates could then be obtained by repeating the process for many draws. However, calculating effects this way would take c times as long as the estimation procedure, where c is the number of effect-estimates on which the estimated variance of the effect-estimate will be based; computational intensity would be prohibitive.
We think a simpler expedient to evade the integration of the n-dimensional multivariate-normal may be to draw coefficients from the multivariate posterior-distribution σ , ρ , and β , and draw ε from its independent-normal distributions, and then calculate 22 We say in principle throughout this paragraph as we have not yet implemented it and know it will be computationally demanding (although orders of magnitude less so than the alternative described in the previous paragraph).
As illustration, zero-mean priors except for the mildly informative uniform (0,1) prior on ρ. The latter prior reflects theoretical conviction that CHIP policies are strategic complements and so induce positive feedback, ρ>0, and a constraint required for spatial stationarity, ρ<1. The reported coefficient-estimates are the mean of the posterior distribution based on 10,000 cycles of the sampler after a 1000-cycle burn-in.
The parentheses report sample standard-deviations of the posterior distributions. The p-values are also calculated directly from this posterior (i.e., without calculating or assuming anything about tstatistics). The results in columns two and three are very similar, unsurprisingly given their identical priors and similar specifications. However, because the probit-MCMC estimator used in column two, as with probit-ML, incorrectly treats the spatial lag as exogenous (i.e., as any other right-hand-side variable), the likelihood is misspecified so the sampler draws from the wrong posterior distribution for the spatial coefficient ρ . As we have seen, these specification errors seriously compromise inferences from either of these models about the strength and importance of spatial interdependence.
The upshot in this case is a relative under-estimation of about 50% in interdependence-strength and a more than five-fold over-reporting of its uncertainty from the second to third column. Notes: The first two columns' estimators assume the spatial lags exogenous. The first column gives the standard probit ML estimates. Its parentheses contain estimated standard-errors, and its hypothesis tests assume asymptotic normality of calculated t-statistics. The models in columns two through four apply MCMC methods with diffuse priors, except for a Uniform(0,1) prior on ρ. The reported coefficient estimates are posterior-density means based on 10,000 samples after 1000-sample burn-ins. Parentheses contain sample standard-deviations of these posteriors. The p-values are calculated directly from the posterior density rather than from t-statistics of assumed asymptotic-normality. The last three columns report estimates from true spatial estimators described in the text. In column three, 30 of the 10,000 sampled spatial-lag coefficients were zero; in column four, none of the 10,000 were. Column five reports estimated standard-errors and pvalues based on t-statistics assumed asymptotically negative. ***, **, * indicate p-value <.01, <.05, <.10.
Column three reports the Bayesian-Gibbs spatial-probit estimates. The draws for ρ are taken from the correct (non-standard) posterior distribution using Metropolis-Hastings. The Uniform(0,1) priors ensure that 0 1 ρ ≤ ≤ , but evidence against positive interdependence would have registered by heaping of estimates at ρ =0. In this case, however, only 30 of the 10,000 spatial AR coefficients sampled from the posterior distribution were zero. Thus, this evidence strongly supports positive spatial interdependence in states' decisions to include a monthly premium in their CHIP. The state's poverty rate and average monthly retail wage also emerge as important determinants using this estimator. The spatial-error model estimated by the same estimator produces similar results, but with the evidence suggesting somewhat stronger interdependence and correspondingly smaller-magnitude impetuses from the same two domestic factors. Finally, the RIS estimates likewise produce a similar pattern of coefficient-estimates, with mean ρ between that of the two Gibbs-estimated models, and retail wages and, nearly, state poverty emerging as the significant unit-level explanators. Statistical significance seems uniformly lower by this estimator, but recall that it uses t-ratios based on estimated Hessians and assuming asymptotic-normality rather than calculating significance from the actual sampled estimates. By that basis, significances in the Gibbs-estimated models are similar.
VII. Conclusion
Spatial interdependence is prevalent and substantively and theoretically important in socialscience binary-outcomes. Standard ML-estimation of binary-outcome models in the presence of spatial interdependent are badly misspecified if that interdependence is ignored, but they are also misspecified (we suspect less badly, but we have not explored that systematically as yet), if that interdependence is reflected by inclusion of an endogenous spatial lag as an explanator. Spatial-lag probit models are difficult and highly computationally demanding, but not impossible, to estimate with appropriate estimators. Interpretation is also complicated by the same considerations, although we have shown how, in principle, that they may be calculated directly, and have suggested a far more expedient method that may work sufficiently well. The next important task is to implement and evaluate these ways of calculating and presenting spatial effects along with certainty estimates.
